Challenging the Canon
‘The first article of an Ascendancy’s creed is, and always has been, that the natives are a lesser
breed, and that anything that is theirs (except their land and their gold!) is therefore of little
value.... In the course of time the natives become tainted with these doctrines, and cry approval
when the untruths of the Ascendancy are echoed from some distant place, as if at last a fair
judgement has been pronounced..’
Daniel Corkery in The Hidden Ireland (1924) as used as an opening to Peter Lord’s Aesthetics of
Relevance (1992)
Making a virtue out of the negative consequences of colonialism in a culture simply confirms the
culture in its colonized condition.
P.Lord Aesthetics of Relevance (1992)

Global Post‐colonialism and the
Aesthetics of Relevance (as seen in
Visual and Material Culture in Wales by
Peter Lord).

•

Art in the Modernist period in the main ignored the history and culture that surrounded it. It
was to be seen in isolation and in the immediate. Inviolate, sacred even, it ignored the
massive colonization of the world by Western nations. Art was an important aspect in the
colonization of the mind, an example of the West’s superiority giving them the right to rule
and to ‘civilize’. The philosopher Hegel describes the onward march of Western culture and
it’s duty (no longer to save souls) but to encourage the advance of ‘civilization’. That this
turned out to be an excuse for plunder, slavery and massacre is ignored by Modernist high
art, placed as it is in isolation from the world in temples or cathedrals of high art, where
worshipers gather to venerate. According to some theorists, Art replaced religion in the mid‐
twentieth century, in the West.

•

By the end of the twentieth century this notion had been questioned in both art and
literature, leading to attempts by artists to embed themselves into culture, history and
society. Could art make amends for its previous allegiances in the post‐colonial, post‐modern
world?

•

It was not only the colonized who needed to de‐colonize their minds, but also the colonizers,
who for the most part had bought into the false representation of history and culture.

Iwan Bala ‘Hegel’s Map’ 2011
MAP HEGEL’AIDD
2011

The colonized person lives
in an atmosphere of
violence‐violence
directed at him. Material
violence dehumanizes,
oppresses, tortures, and
terrifies the native in
order to keep him in his
overdetermined,
subservient ‘place’ within
a rigid Manichean system.
Psychological violence
enslaves him to an
inferior identity bestowed
by the colonizer and
ensnares him in the
disabling web of colonial
history.
Frantz Fanon

Cultural Darwinism, and the theories
of Hegel, inform Modernism.
History is only made within the
Western (white) idea of evolutionary
‘progress’. All other societies are (like
Nature) devoid of culture, therefore
‘primitive’, remaining ‘ahistorical’.
Colonialism is based on such
assumptions of superiority and
inferiority of these states. Subaltern
societies have to be ‘civilized’. This is
the onward march of history… ‘the
white man’s burden’. Modernism can
be equated with colonialism, and
Post‐Modernism to post‐colonialism
in some respects…
Joseph Conrad’s novel; ‘Heart of Darkness’
is an early instance of critique.. In which
the Irishman, Roger Casement played an
influencial role….

Iwan Bala. ‘Africa
Inverted’. 1992 Oil
on Canvas and Glass

‘What we have not seen so clearly is that the term Post‐Modern itself involves an

element of wishful thinking. It implies a new age, whereas history suggests that what we
are calling Post‐Modernism is probably only an oscillation in a process that has been
going on in the West since the faith‐reason controversy in the twelfth century. This
process, which underlines much of the peculiar dynamic of Western culture, is a
constant wrestling between the Judeo‐Christian and Greco‐Roman limbs of our heritage,
one of which always has the upper hand. These are the forces reflected, respectively, in
the conflicting transcendentalist and critical urges of our culture. What we have called
Post‐Modernism may be only a temporary ascendancy of the critical over the
transcendentalist mood (of Romanticism and Modernism). There is no telling how long
this end of the oscillation will last, but it may not be very long’.
The Post‐Modern project of undermining Modernist absolutism
has confusedly become another absolutism. But to allow
Modernism and Post‐Modernism to be polarized as a new ethical
dualism is to misunderstand the needs of the moment. What is
needed is not new puritanism but a flexible continuum on which
Modernism and Post‐Modernism may approach one another.
The overthrow of the past is precisely a Modernist obsession.
(Based on progress evolving through revolution). Post‐
Modernism cannot be obsessed with the overthrow of
Modernism without becoming a repressed form of it’.
McEvilley ‘The Case of Julian Schnabel’ Whitchapel catalogue 1986.

Stone sculpture from Zimbabwe has been called 'Shona Sculpture', named after the largest tribe in Zimbabwe. Stone
has played a fundamental role in the lives of Zimbabwean people for generations, whether for building houses or
creating sculpture. It is fitting that Zimbabwe's name is derived from the Shona phrase dzimba dzamabwe, meaning
'great house of stone'. Zimbabwean sculpture became commercialised in the 50's by the first Director of the
Zimbabwean National Gallery, Frank McEwan, who saw the potential for artists to develop the means to continue
this tradition. Hence, a positive relationship has been fostered between Western art‐lovers and Indigenous
Zimbabwean sculptors.

Joram Mariga‐ A tribute (1927‐2000)

•

Regarded as the founding father of
Zimbabwean stone sculpture, Joram
Mariga left an artistic legacy, which
has had a far‐reaching bearing on
the way the art form is viewed at
home and abroad.

•

“We are not sculpting for
commercial reasons only for history
and future generations. We are
sculpting to give _expression to our
culture, to keep that culture alive in
years when it may well become
forgotten”, he once commented.

Bernard Matemera
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‘syncretism’

ANA MENDIETA
Exploring Cultural
background, politics and
Feminism. Women
artists challenge the
canon.

Shirin Neshrat

It is often the case that Feminist Art is a product
of/reaction to, particular political and cultural
circumstances

Guerrilla Girls (dates not known)
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Feminism as a Radical Postmodern(Post‐colonial)
Movement.

AGUSTIN IBARROLA
Custodial Aesthetics/National
Identity/Resistance

SINN FÉIN ARE considering
backing artist Robert Ballagh as a
left‐wing candidate for the
presidency but are yet to make a
decision, a spokesperson
confirmed today. It emerged
yesterday that the well‐known
painter, 67, is mulling over
making a run for the Áras with
the support of Sinn Féin and
United Left Alliance TDs. Dubliner
Ballagh, one of Ireland’s foremost
contemporary painters, has also
been an outspoken advocate of
social justice and is president of
the Ireland Institute – a cultural
centre promoting “republican
ideas”.
The Journal.ie 2011

Eire 1979. Robert Ballagh:
"Patrick Pearse [Padraig
Mac Piarais] Leading the
People", commemorating
Pearse's birth anniversary.

portrait of
Patrick
Finucane,
the Belfast
lawyer
murdered in
1989.

WN Love Spoon
•

1977: Amid the amplified cultural bustle of the National Eisteddfod at
Rhosllannerchrugog Paul Davies stands, holding aloft a heavy wooden railway
sleeper into which are cut the letters W N (Welsh Not). His unofficial
performance intervenes in the controversial programme of international
performance art staged by the Welsh Arts Council. The event symbolises the
penalisation of Welsh in the past and its continuing loss as a mother language to
many Welsh people, including him self. It signals his determination to take art
practice into the arena of politics. The wooden hunk is later to be carved into the
form of a love spoon.

"... what I did in fact do was attack the

bloody Welsh Not with an axe and turn it
into a love spoon. The Welsh Not became
the Love Spoon, this is another ancient
Welsh symbol and in a way it's a progenitor
of the Welsh Beca pieces which came out of
these sets of Eisteddfodau with my brother
in discussions." (Paul Davies in conversation
with Ivor Davies, Link Sept/Oct 1986)
(Hourahane, Shelagh. 'A Continuing
Presence: A Profile of Paul Davies
(1947‐93)'. Planet. 130 (1998): 38.)

www.performance‐wales.org/.../
1970/1977.htm

Experience of such
creative production,
in Zimbabwe, Ireland,
the Basque country
and Cuba in
particular, and of
Beca in Wales, and
encountering post‐
colonial theories, led
me to compile and
edit ‘Certain Welsh
Artists’ in 1999, sub
titled ‘Custodial
Aesthetics in
Contemporary Welsh
Art’

El Corazon. (2001) oil on
canvas on board.

‘Truly Imagined (The Welsh Costume)’ (1998‐9)

‘Gwir Ddychmygol (Y Wisg Gymreig)’

I was also aware of Peter Lord’s
‘The Aesthetics of Relevance’. (Gomer Press,
July 1992)
David Bell v Iorweth C.
Peate.
Peter Lord.
It is not a coincidence that high
art critique grew up in those
European cultures which
developed into imperial powers
of the modern world.
Successful colonists need the
self‐confidence that springs
from knowing that the culture
they export is a gift and a
liberation, however painful its
imposition may seem at the
time. On the pyramid model of
culture which it follows, its
values mark a single high point
for all humanity. They stand
above nationality, true for all
places at all times. It just
happens that the colonist’s
culture, especially if it is English
culture, has been divinely
directed to them first.
“Art and Patriotism’ Planet 93.
June/July 1992.

In the same essay
Lord goes on to
say:
High art critique was an important – though often
unrecognised – pillar of imperialism, and is proving
to be one of the hardest to demolish. A contrary
critique that proposes that artefacts are to be
understood and assessed as a part of the cultural
complex in which they arise, and that all cultures
have equal value, might seem to have gained some
acceptance in the last ten years or so. In fact, ten
years of re‐education have resulted in little more
than lip service being paid to it. The occasional
expression of patriotic sentiments about art in
Wales is still confused by tired old appeals to the
virtues of art as an international language. There is
no language that does not have its origins in a
particular culture and that does not, therefore, carry
the particular values of that culture with it. The
languages of visual culture are no different, and the
spurious elevation of one of them to the heights of
universality is imperialist clap‐trap.
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People like to consider Culture in Chongqing as part of Bayu culture it is one of the most distinctive cultures
at the upper reaches of the Yangtze River and a regional culture initially developed by the Ba people.Having
been lived around dangerous mountains and rivers for a long time, the Ba people have grown very strong,
brave, and wilful. In Chongqing, men are zealous and persistent, and women are mild but independent.
Various art forms were developed through the uniqueness of Bayu culture, such as:
Sichuan opera ‐ a long history of outstanding traditional plays, variable melodies, and excellent acting arts,
skills like "face‐changing", "fire‐spitting", and "long‐sleeve fluttering" in Sichuan Opera are highly original.
Haozi, Work Songs – It was invented by river workers to re collect energies and motivates co workers when
doing heavy duties. The songs are classified by different work places into the following kinds such as forest
work songs, agricultural work songs, boatman work songs, fisherman work songs, construction work songs.
Dock Culture – As a city near by the river, busy business boats, and throngs of travellers, Chongqing has
always been the water transportation hub at the upper reaches of the Yangtze River. The dock culture of
Chongqing mainly consists of Paoge culture and Teahouse culture. The Paoge culture comes from the
influence of the Jianghu brotherhood advocated in such secret folk organizations as Gelao Society, Tiandi
Society, and Paoge Society. Furthermore, Shu embroidery, Longmenzhen, the Chongqing dialect, and
Sichuan dishes also represent Bayu culture.

Sichuan Fine Arts Institute
四川美术学院

Students attend a lecture given in Sichuan Institute of Fine
Art. In questions they express their concerns about the loss
of heritage/traditions/history, in the rush to
modernisation. A future generation of Chinese artists who
will challenge the canon in China?

